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Duties and Responsibilities of the Time Table Committee and Academic Management
System:

1. Verification and Alignment of Class and f,'aculty Time Tables (AC 04(02), AC
05(0a)): The committee is tasked with thoroughly verifring the accuracy and

alignment of both class time tables (AC 04(02)) and faculty timetables (AC 05(04).
This involves cross-referencing schedules to ensure they adhere to the institution's
established requirements and guidelines. It is also their responsibility to resolve any
clashes, discrepancies, or conflicts that may arise within the schedules.

2. Maintenance of Facutty List for Common Courses: The committee is responsible

for maintaining an updated list of faculty members assigned to handle common

courses, including theory courses, university-prescribed seminars, curriculum
projects, and minor projects. This verification ensures that faculty assignments align
with the designated courses and that the records are accurately documented.

3. Consultation and Collaboration: The committee collaborates with the Principal and

Heads of Departments to prepare class and faculty timetables for each semester and

class. They conduct regular timetable committee and academic management system

meetings and document the minutes of these meetings.

4. Timetable Preparation and Updates: The committee is responsible for preparing

individual class and faculty timetables, including workload distribution. They ensure

that any necessary adjustments within the faculty are handled smoothly. Timetables

are updated as needed to accommodate changes and adjustments.

5. Communication and Reporting: The committee informs teachers well in advance

about any changes in the timetable. They report discrepancies or issues in the

timetable to the Principal and Heads of Departments and seek authorization for
necessary actions.

6. Conflict Resolution and Coordination: The committee ensures that conflicts in the

timetable are avoided, and clashes are addressed promptly. They provide timetable
information to various departmental committees and ensure timely communication
with faculty members.

7. Timetable Posting and Availability: The committee coordinates the preparation and

posting of class and lab timetables on classroom notice boards and websites before
' each semester. They make sure that individual faculty timetables are distributed

before the semester starts.
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